“Of arms and the man I sing”: Citizenship, migration, and the promise of
military service.
Rachel Gillett, NEHA paper 2011 in response to the question “Can the Historical Past
Provide Clues to Sound Public Policy on Immigration & Migration in Today’s
World?” (developed from a paper for the WHA 2010)
―Of arms and the man I sing,‖ begins the epic text that charts Aeneus‘ journey from devastated Troy
into the kernel of what became Rome. Arms and the man are a potent and productive avenue of
investigation for the troubling question of migration, immigration, and whether the past can offer
any clues as to sound policy on those issues. Men and women from many regions, in many times,
have claimed that through taking up arms for a polity (of whatever type) they are entitled to full
citizenship of that polity. This has been a particularly complex and contested field when it comes to
migrants and colonial subjects serving in a metropole. In the following paper I am inevitably going
to raise more questions than I answer, and I hope to suggest complexities to be explored further in
our discussion.

Richard Fogarty's examination of race and war in France outlined how the French State believed
military service to be "the school of the nation bringing together its sons and smoothing over
geographic, linguistic and ideological diversity."1 His insight regarding France offers a good
departure point for a consideration of military service as a viable route to citizenship for
immigrants. But it also raises, and leaves me with, some troubling questions about this route. Is it
also as available for potential immigrant women of the nation? More particularly just how far does
military service smooth over the differences between subjects differentiated by race and religion?
Studying how a citizenship claim based on military service has played out in particular instances
can thus illuminate a much larger historical set of claims and exclusions. It certainly offers clues,
but arguably no solutions, to how to shape immigration policy. The DREAM Act has tried to
grapple with the question of service and citizenship, and I will return to that act in my conclusion.
In the meantime a case study from World War One, and several broader observations based on the
available historiography of this issue will help us explore some of the dimensions of this question.

One of the first points worthy of discussion is that military service involves migration. Soldiers are
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migrants and when a country's military is in action, it usually involves in some form of travel and
extended stay.2 This experience of migration, I suggest, has a powerful influence on the sending
nation. It can expose a minority population from a certain nation to a society organized upon
different lines, and help them build a critique of exclusions in their home nation. There is plenty of
evidence to suggest that the experience of military service, and even more strongly, social
interactions, in France opened this vein of critique for black American soldiers who fought in
Europe during World War One. W. E. B Du Bois, and the NAACP along with him, suggested to
African Americans that if they fought "first for Country," then they would "gain their Rights!"3 4

When this didn't happen, following World War One, and again didn't happen in World War Two,
that failure, combined with the contrasting experience of welcome and acceptance in Europe
contributed to the critique that fuelled the Civil Rights movement. Martin Klimke's work on the
transnational connections between German and American movements for Civil Rights demonstrates
this process in relation to the presence of African-American soldiers on American military bases in
Germany.5 These soldiers, and the segeration of the U.S. Army, inspired German youth into civil
rights activism and solidarity movements, while the experience of relative freedom from Jim Crow
in Germany galvanized many African American soldiers to participate in the struggle for civil
rights. Truman's executive order 9981 ordering the integration of the military was a direct response
to the civil rights activism that was spurred by the double victory campaign and the migration of US
soldiers during, and after, the world wars.6 So policy can be affected by military migration in terms
of a transnational process of a nation's own citizens, that brings new knowledge, demands, and
experiences to bear upon policy-makers in the home nation.

My second observation is that the migration of soldiers into a nation can create fear, or confirm
racial stereotypes within both sending and receiving nations. It can also create admiration and
undermine perjorative racial stereotypes. In either of those cases there can be a flow-on reaction for
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later migrants, and for international relations that affect the ability of men and women from either
nation to migrate into the other. There is a lot of good work on the perception of foreign troops in
European nations during both World Wars that illustrates this. 7

And in the main section of this paper I'll stick with World War One. Military service served as a
potent site for making new demands during World War One. This is particularly evident in the case
of colonial soldiers and laborers recruited to work for the war effort who migrated into the
colonizer's nations, and confronted the metropolitan population with their literal physical existence,
and with demands for official recognition based upon their military service. Prior to the war many
Francophone subjects of color shared with African Americans the hope that military service in the
war would win vital ground in the fight for equality. They felt confident that colonial men (and the
few women) who gave of their service and their blood in battle would thereby gain better treatment
for all members of their countrymen and women. The term "double victory" had yet to be coined in
America and the French instead used the phrase the "dette du sang" or "blood debt" but the concept
of linking military service to claims for full citizenship was circulating widely throughout the black
Atlantic in 1914.

In 1918, for example, a popular black American newspaper published a "Tribute to black troops of
France." 8 It commended the way that "Men of Western Africa" had responded enthusiastically to
the "Call of arms in France," and proved to be "Real Heroes." The paper portrayed the Senegalese
politician Blaise Diagne as a great leader for having inspired his compatriots to fight for the French
army:
Paris, Aug 2.- The black troops of France have lately attracted public attention on
account of the recruiting mission which, under the direction of M. Blaise Diagne, black
deputy of Senegal, is actually travelling through French West Africa with a view to
intensifying voluntary enlistment among the different races that people those vast
territories…9
Once recruited the "heroism, intrepidity and abnegation" of the black troops had "revealed them to
be worthy brethren-in-arms of the French poilus." The black French African soldiers or tirailleurs
had "unhesitatingly proved their allegiance to France by sharing with all the other armies of Europe
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the vicissitudes, dangers and glory of fighting for a good cause."10 The black American journalist
thus implied that Blaise Diagne had furthered the cause of racial equality by this recruiting mission.
He acknowledges that French West Africans had suffered from prejudice and that it took a war to
convince the native born French poilus (or infantrymen) of their worth. The implication was that
West Africans had advanced their claim to full inclusion in the french polity – and freedom of
migration – through their service.

When black Francophone activists began to debate the colonial relationship after the war those
debates were much more heated because the implied promise of easy migration, and full citizenship
attached to military service was never honored. Blaise Diagne promised the sub Saharan Africans
who enlisted decent food, military medals, new clothes, and above all a guarantee of French
citizenship after the war.11 However, French colonial troops, and laborers, had been mistreated
horribly, and excluded, by both the French military institution, and by civilians.12 Rick Fogarty
points out that "as naturalization policy during the war demonstrated, racial and cultural prejudices
prevented real reform in French policy in this area, despite the close linkage of military service and
citizenship in traditional republican ideology."13
Senegalese tirailleurs were neither paid nor fed and housed as well as native French troops. 14 One
ex-tirailleur noted that "no African conscript who served in France can have failed to confront the
stark contrast between the liberty, equality and fraternity which the republic claimed for its citizens,
and the disabilities which it imposed upon its [colonial] subjects."15 Police spies recorded the
complaints of "Daniel" who served as a spokesperson for black soldiers at a meeting of a black
political association.16 Daniel complained that black troops had been poorly fed, and maltreated by
gradés europeens or "top brass," (officers) during the war and that this situation had continued for
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the troops still in active service after the war. 17 Despite this negotiation, and despite Diagne's
advocacy, however, naturalization requirements for French Senegalese who wished to live in
France, remained stringent, requiring them to pass educational and linguistic tests and show that
they were of upright character.18 Tirailleurs who had finished their terms of service were
decommissioned and effectively deported back to Africa. Efforts to make sure they left France were
particularly forceful in the case of those former soldiers, like Lamine Senghor, who was moved by
his poor treatment to begin an anti-colonial association in Paris.19 And the ultimate result was to
create a core of disaffected and disenfranchized colonial subjects who had experienced life in
France, and had experienced profound inequity, despite the republican promise of the French State.
Many of these individuals began to clamor more actively for either full citizenship, or an end to the
French empire. These experiences and the failed promise of french republicanism have fed into the
significant tensions around the migration of colonial subjects into the metropole to this day, and
french policy-makers grapple with how to honor, or avoid honoring, these claims.20

Conversely the desire to have access to manpower and in particular military manpower, opened up
the possibility of naturalization, and the ability to negotiate for civic recognition for many
immigrant families. 21 Nimisha Barton, of Princeton University recently presented some interesting
findings from her doctoral research (in progress) at the Society for French Historical Studies annual
meeting. She shows that between 1919 and 1929 a family's naturalization claim was far more likely
to be successful if they explicitly mentioned, and even offered, healthy sons of eligible age, or the
father of the family for military service.22 That policy, of course, favored families with sons and was
inherently gendered. The red ink underlining certain passages in these naturalization forms provides
compelling evidence that French State policy, in this interwar era, was formed by the desire to build
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a strong military, although their first preference was for white male immigrants (from Belgium, or
even Eastern Europe). It thus became an inherently unequal migration qualification process. These
types of policy were also characteristic of immigration and naturalization policy in Argentina,
Spain, and Italy:
Especially before the Great War, laws and official practices reflected a dynamic of
competition over the affiliation of migrants and their children, showing a disproportionate
interest in men as soldiers and workers, and in women as mothers and morally suspect
subjects.23
Lest we think this process a relic of the past, and not informative I'll remind everyone of the recent
US Army policy of facilitating and speeding up immigration for foreigners on legal visas prepared
to serve in the Army. This would mean that after six months of service one's application for
citizenship would begin to be processed in full. The policy began small but was intended to be
extended to thousands of immigrants a year:24
If the pilot program succeeds as Pentagon officials anticipate, it will expand for all
branches of the military. For the Army, it could eventually provide as many as 14,000
volunteers a year, or about one in six recruits.25
In the American case questions of national belonging and the issue of expanding immigration
immediately made this case controversial. It drew opposition from Americans fearing this would
constitute an easy route to citizenship and be open to those who lacked the appropriate sense of
patriotism:

Marty Justis, executive director of the national headquarters of the American Legion, the
veterans‘ organization, said that while the group opposes ―any great influx of immigrants‖ to
the United States, it would not object to recruiting temporary immigrants as long as they
passed tough background checks. But he said the immigrants‘ allegiance to the United States
―must take precedence over and above any ties they may have with their native country.‖ 26
The underlying discourse is quite fascinating here, as it betrays a shift from seeing the army as the
crucible of the nation, a rite of passage which, once undertaken, will guarantee national
identification and patriotism (as per Weber) to a site of fear and possible unbridled opportunities for
opportunistic immigrants. That fear and tension is also evident in the case of the french, dealing
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with colonial soldiers, and, I would suggest, in the current issues surrounding the DREAM Act.

Hector Amaya points out that, in recent years, the American State has found it much easier to deal
with the issue of citizenship when the soldiers in question were no longer alive. One of the first
soldiers to die in the Iraq war was a latino immigrant to America, named Jose Gutierrez. His death,
and those of many like him, prompted the introduction of a bill facilitating the process of granting
citizenship to immigrant soldiers who died in the service of America:

Following the introduction of these bills,news media reported positively on this legislative move
and praised its quick passage through both the Senate and House (by the evening of April 10).
These American heroes soon became American.27

As Amayo points out, in the context of the Iraq war, this was an easy policy decision and served
many purposes, not all of which had to do with honoring the real lived service and sacrifice of
immigrant soldiers in a way that would effect meaningful changes or improvements in policy
surrounding immigration, or the socio-economic struggles experienced by immigrants.
Remembered in this way the narrative of heroic soldiers aspiring to citizenship and achieving that
aspiration through patriotic sacrifice on (a different) foreign soil fit easily into a nationalist rhetoric
of service and sacrifice. These policies could honor immigrants who served without engaging too
deeply in an offer of citizenship rights to Latinos and other immigrant soldiers who still constituted
a living presence – and possible widespread citizenship demands and questions – to the States.28 I
hope here that the resonance between my examples from the French past, and the American present
should be becoming clearer.

A final example that bridges past and present is the case of the many Gurkhas who have fought for
Britain since 1815.29 In a landmark recent case their military service has been recognized and those
who wish to migrate to the United Kingdom have been awarded that right.30 This was not without
strenuous protest and advocacy, however, and the decision in that case was limited to those who had
served for four years and discharged after 1997. It provided a rich forum for the discussion of
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sacrifice, citizenship, and the rights attached to military service for non-citizens of the nation they
are serving.

Conclusion
This reflection has offered a variety of examples and observations on the historic linkage between
military service and citizenship and particularly tried to expose the complex intersection between
that historic discourse and the enduring process of migration and its relationship to national identity.
I think the examples I've offered suggest that military service is a deeply flawed premise for the
legalization and opening up of migration, as it has historically excluded both men and women on
the basis of gender, sexual orientation, and religious or cultural identity that "threatens" national
unity and identification with the State. If, as Weber suggested, it was designed to turn "peasants into
Frenchmen" it also attempted to obscure and erase diversity. Simultaneously the attempt to erase
difference led to unequal treatment upon the basis of difference, as the experience of colonial
soldiers and African-Americans showed. And, as a side note or sub-field of exclusion, the American
military has become religiously exclusionary and increasingly so, in recent years. So the idea that
military service is an equalizer and an honorable route to legal migration has a number of problems.

HOWEVER, if a nation is going to offer citizenship for immigrants who serve in the military, then
it should be offered genuinely, with no caveats or hidden exclusions, or hopes that those who take
advantage of it might conveniently be silenced – forever – in the agony of conflict, and the horror of
battle. History shows that when the premise of citisenship through military service has not been
honored it has produced discontent and political activism, and arguably brought down empires.
Moreover if the racial and ethnic basis for inequitable treatment within a nation's armed services are
not confronted and changed they undermine the effectiveness of the military and exacerbate
internal national tensions.

Most recently the powerful construction that links military service to citizenship has been seen in
the promise (or peril for some) of the DREAM act. The DREAM act proposes a set of conditions
which would allow the undocumented children of immigrant workers to work toward residency by
successfully finishing a college or trade school degree OR by serving in the military for at least two
years. It has been the subject of much discussion and debate in a variety of communities who would
be affected.31 I was intrigued by the newspaper coverage of this on Boston.com. An article,
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published on May 18th, of this year, noted that a group of students had sent their representative
Kyle de Beausset to meet with Senator Brown who ―showed interest in the military idea.‖ 32 On
May 25th a much larger group presented hundreds of letters to the Senator. They ―stressed the
military provision of the proposal and highlighted students who vowed to join the military if
allowed. Carlos Savio Oliveira, 22, of Falmouth, Mass., an undocumented immigrant from Brazil,
said he wanted Brown to know he would join the U.S. Navy when the bill passed.‖33 I wrote a letter
to Senator Brown advocating the passage of the DREAM Act. He reiterated his interest in those
who might serve in the military, and his general sympathy to the objectives of the act, but cited his
concern for the taxpayers who might have to pay out of "their" pockets for benefits granted to
students and soldiers who were eligible for the program.

The assumption that military service should guarantee you citizenship has been iterated numerous
times in history and is often invoked when the question of who is, and is not, included in the polity,
the nation, in a meaningful way. The intersection between policies on immigration, citizenship and
military service has a long history and it continues to inform contemporary politics. The progress of
the DREAM act will be interesting to watch. It may be that the "military emphasis" is one aspect
that strengthens it given the historical process I have described above. But will that leave it
fragmented, partial, subject to the actual rolling back in practice of the ―don‘t ask don‘t tell‖ policy?
Or subject to possible gender expectations in migrant communities that precludes women's
involvement in military service? I encourage participants at this conference to explore other
historical instances that can expand our understanding of such issues, especially as the current
administration seems to be dodging the bullet of immigration policy and has refused to pass the
DREAM Act for now.
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